Abstract—Most of the exist Web search engines utilize matching the query keywords to pieces of information approach to identify of the data satisfying user’s request. These methods are not only inefficient, but also wasted a lot of user’s time to find a satisfactory results. In order to improve the problem above, we presented a different approach to identify user’s request that attracts more interest is called a ontology-based and implied sentiment search. Ontology is a tree structure which represent specifications of concepts and relations among them. Ontology play a central role in semantic web applications by providing a shared knowledge about the objects in real world. This paper proposes a method for determining semantic similarity between concepts and implied sentiment defined in ontology. Unlike method exist that use ontological definition of concepts for similarity assessment, the presented approach also focuses on the relations between concepts and their implied sentiment inclination. Our method is able to determine similarity not only at the definition level, but also is able to evaluate similarity of implied sentiment of information that are instances of concepts. In addition, the method allows for context-aware similarity assessment. Experimental comparison of our on-line text mining approach against other techniques known in the literature shows satisfying results.
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